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Stellar atmospheres - Why are we interested?

● Directly visible part of stars: 
○ layers from which radiation can escape into space

● Outer boundary of stars, carrying information of the interior
● Most information (80%) we acquire by light comes from stars
● Stars are black bodies, but the black body radiation is insufficient to 

analyse observations →energy redistribution!
● Absolute parameters require us to understand the atmosphere based on 

fundamental microphysics (atomic, molecular data, processes)





Opacity & temperature gradient!
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Some disclaimers and assumptions

● Hydrostatic ( v = 0 ), no wind, no velocity fields
● Stationary ( d/dt = 0 )
● Plane-parallel atmospheres (okay for most cases)
● Only radiation, no convection
● Few equations, only the basics
● Simple homogeneous atmospheres, no spots, caps, chemical 

gradients
● No fancy stuff, even though these are all possible to model: 

○ diffusion, magnetic fields, molecules, 3D effects, pulsations,
binary proximity effects, disks



The “hazy” circle of unknowns

● Work with distributions and mean values
● Unknown composition (abundances) and radiation field 

(energy distribution)

The state of the material determines the radiation 
field and the radiation field controls the state of the 

material.

Radiation determines the structure of the medium 
yet the medium is probed only by this radiation.

The methods of solution to RT is a masterpiece of the 
20th century astrophysics! →
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Specific intensity

Specific intensity: a measure of brightness, the amount of energy radiated per 
second from a small area in a particular direction.

Independent of distance! →

Unit = erg / cm2 / s / Hz / steradian  

The mean intensity is the angle
integrated averaged specific intensity:
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Flux 

The rate at which energy at a certain frequency flows across an area or unit 
surface area.

Unit = erg / cm2 / s / Hz

Total energy radiated from the star, integrated for the entire surface

Luminosity 
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Radiation pressure, K integral
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Eddington approximation

I𝜈  is independent of direction (isotropic) within the outgoing hemisphere, then:

Radiation flows out, but not in.

Isotropy is a valid approximation at depth,
and within the inward and outward going
hemispheres. 

https://d-nb.
info/111318
4310/34
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Distributions in LTE

● Maxwellian velocity distribution of particles:

● Boltzmann excitation equation:

● Saha ionization equation:
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Basics

The specific intensity:

Then the energy density:

The flux:

Radiation pressure:
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Basics

Absorption coefficient (related to the mean free path):

Emission coefficient:

Planck function:

Source function in LTE
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Basics

The transfer equation:

For a one dimensional planar and static case:

Transfer equation:
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Basics

Moments of the specific intensity:

Analogously, the angle averaged, time independent moments:

4π = surface of unit sphere (12.566 steradian)
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Basics

Moments of the RTE in a plane-parallel
approximation are all scalar quantities:

The moment equations are not closed! 

Variable Eddington 
factor Angle independent form of 

the RTE
But not solvable even if S is 
known, must be iterated with 

the Eddington factor. 16



Diffusion approximation

Deep in the atmosphere the source function approaches the Planck function 
(S → B) because virtually no photons escape and thus the medium approaches 
the thermal equilibrium. LTE always prevails!

Applying these in the moments:
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Diffusion approximation

At large depths:

● The mean intensity approaches the Planck function.
● The radiation field is isotropic and the variable Eddington factor approach 1/3.
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Diffusion approximation

At large depths:

● The mean intensity approaches the Planck function.
● The radiation field is isotropic and the variable Eddington factor approach 1/3.

● The monochromatic flux is the derivative of the Planck function with respect to 
the optical depth:

At depth the transfer problem is a single equation!

Radiative diffusion coefficient: 

● Integrating over frequencies we get the total radiation flux in the diffusion 
approximation: 
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Rosseland mean opacity

Opacity weighted mean. The integrand makes the largest contributions at lowest 
opacities. 

It yields the correct temperature structure at depth. 

Looking at it another way: at different frequencies and monochromatic opacities 
we see different depths (radii) of the star, with the Rosseland mean opacity we 
have a radius by definition.   
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Let us “calculate” a model atmosphere

● Teff : measures the total energy output of the plasma
● R : radius, with Teff defines L
● log g: constant in p-p (thin) atmospheres
● Composition
● Maxwell velocity distribution: particle speed (collisions)
● Eddington and diffusion approximations
● We need transitions! Connection between material and radiation field. 

Not a simple function of energy, but fundamental properties of material.
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Transition types

● Bound - Bound: 
● Einstein coefficients (independent of T): 

• Spontaneous Emission: 

• Absorption: 

• Stimulated Emission (enhanced in the presence of a photon of the 
same energy as the spontaneous transition) 

● In detailed balance (strict TE): 

● A and B are based on lab measurements!
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Transition types

● Bound - Free: photoionization
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Transition types

● Free - Free:

A free electron cannot absorb a photon.  Scattering! 

● Collisional excitation, de-excitation. Local interaction!
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Normalized Doppler line profile:

Voigt profile:

Absorption and emission coefficients

We assume the absorption, emission, and stimulated emission profiles are all identical! CRD 25
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Ingredients: absorption, emission
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ODF function

Actual opacity:

Opacity Sampling:

Opacity Distribution Function:
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Scattering

● … how is it different from absorption?
● Must be treated along with absorption and emission. 

Extinction (true absorption) and scattering coefficients

Thomson and Rayleigh scattering cross sections
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Now we can calculate a model
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Based on Eddington’s first approximation, in LTE:

And the temperature structure is:

Next, the hydrostatic equilibrium provides the pressure:







Optical depth 

● Opacity varies
● So does R 

Dorsch et al. 2018

H+He

+Metals
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Temperature correction

If the convergence criteria are not met, any of the model parameters differ more 
than the target threshold (0.1%) between consecutive global iterations:
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Recap: structural equations

Radiative transfer

Hydrostatic equilibrium

Radiative equilibrium

Saha equation, Local!

Charge neutrality
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Little details we overlook

● Microturbulence
● Line broadening 
● …
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Hybrid CL/ALI method for evaluation of the transfer equation
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From LTE to NLTE

● Velocity distribution remains Maxwellian (local)
● Saha-Boltzmann → Statistical equilibrium (rate eq.)
● Coupling between distant parts of the atmosphere (non-local)
● Source function deviates from the Planck function
● Computationally much more demanding
● Requires an initial guess (input model, LTE or NLTE)
● Not all models can be converged, or they just need a different approach
● LTE is strict, NLTE is anything beyond LTE
● Sophisticated processes vs. massive atomic data
● Costly transition from LTE to NLTE, but needed for a ~1% precision

● TLUSTY: 
○ Full NLTE with line blanketing
○ Atomic data and physical processes are well separated (for metals)
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Structural equations in NLTE

Radiative transfer

Hydrostatic equilibrium

Radiative equilibrium

Saha equation, Local!

Charge neutrality

Rate equation, non-local
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LTE vs. NLTE

https://slideplayer.com/slide/6269010/

Winds of hot stars!
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https://slideplayer.com/slide/6269010/


NLTE effects

https://slideplayer.com/slide/6269010/
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https://slideplayer.com/slide/6269010/
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Temperature 
stratification and 
monochromatic optical 
depth τν = 2/3 as 
functions of depth, 
where m is the column 
density, for NLTE models 
defined by Teff = 70,000 
K, log g = 6.0, and 
log N(He)/N(H) = −0.5. 
The temperature 
structure is shown for 
models including H and 
He only (solid curve), H, 
He, and CNO in solar 
abundances (dotted 
curve), and H, He, and 
CNOFe in solar 
abundances (dashed 
curve). The τν = 2/3 
curve is shown for the 
model with the most 
metals. The effective 
resolution is 0.1 Å.

Latour et al. 
ApJ 733:100
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Statistical equilibrium (rate equations)

https://slideplayer.com/slide/6269010/
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https://slideplayer.com/slide/6269010/


TLUSTY – modeling the structure of stellar atmospheres

● … and accretion disks, even around BHs!
● Plane-parallel geometry
● Hydrostatic eq.
● Radiative eq.
● Detailed atoms for 14 elements
● LTE and NLTE line blanketed atmospheres
● “TLUSTY does NLTE, and does it in a more delicate 

way than many other codes.” 

We continue from here tomorrow!

How many of us are interested in TLUSTY?
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